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QUESTION 1

The Client wishes to implement a third party integration that allows for free shipping If the customer Is a member of the
third party service. When the customer\\'s order is exported to the Order Management System (OMS) it also creates a
custom object in order to track additional data before sending that order data to the third-party service as well. 

What technical concern should the Architect raise to protect performance and stability of the site1? 

A. The customer order quota and related retention or deletion needs. 

B. The customer\\'s order data sent to a third-party and related security needs. 

C. The OMS having order data sent to a thud party and related security needs. 

D. The custom object quota and related retention or deletion needs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

While validating a LINK Cartridge for inclusion into the solution, an Architect notices that the UNK cartridge
documentation requires the Architect to add a script node to a Pipeline in the storefrontcartridge. The script is also a
valid CommonJS module. 

Which approach can the Architect use to Integrate this cartridge into a site that uses Controllers only? 

A. Copy and paste the script that is required directly into the Controller, add the appropriatearguments, then execute the
correct method 

B. Add the script that Is required via a require statement In the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and execute
the correct method. 

C. Add the script that is required via a Module, exports statement m theController add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

D. Add the script that is required via an import$cript statement in the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An Architect is documenting the technical design for a single B2C Commerce storefront. The Client has a business
requirement to provide pricing that is customized to specific groups: 

1. 

50 different pricing groups of customers 

2. 
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30 different pricing groups of employees 

3. 

10 different pricing groups of vendors 

Which items should the Architect include in the design in order to set applicable price books based on these
requirements\\'\\' 

Choose 2 answers A. 1. 50 customer groups for customers 

2. 

30 customer groups for employees 

3. 

10 customer groups for vendors 

B. 1. One customer group and SO subgroups for customers 

2. 

One customer group and 30 subgroups for employees 

3. 

Onecustomer group and 10 subgroups for vendors 

C. One campaign and multiple promotions for each customer group 

D. 1. One promotion and 50 campaigns for customers 

2. 

One promotion and 30 campaigns for employees 

3. 

One promotion and 10 campaigns for vendors 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The client provided these business requirements: 

1. 

The B2C Commerce storefront will integrate with the client\\'s Order Management System (OMS). 

2. 
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The storefront will providereel-time order export of successfully pieced orders The OMS supports both web service
export end SFTP batch order export, but the client has expressed concern about the availability of the OMS. Which two
solutions satisfy the requirements and address theOMS reliability concern? Choose 2 answers 

A. Implement a live export of orders during checkout vie web service, marking the processed order as exported when
the AM returns successfully. 

B. Implement a batch export of orders to SFTP, excluding exported orders. This runs as a scheduled fc>b with a high-
frequency run rate end marks processed orders as exported upon success. 

C. implement a batch export of orders via web service, excluding exported orders. This runs as a scheduled Job with an
hourly run rate endmarks processed orders as exported upon success. 

D. Implement a Live export of orders during checkout via SFTP, marking the processed order as exported when it has
completed successfully. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 5

During the testing of the login form, QA finds out thatthe first time the user can log in, but every other login attempt from
another computer leads to the homepage and the basket being emptied. Developers tried to debug the issue, but when
they add a breakpoint to the login action, it is not hit by the debugger. 

What should the Architect recommend developers to check? 

A. Remove CSRF protection from Login Form Action. 

B. Add remote include for the login page 

C. Add disable cache page in the template ISML - . 

D. Check Login Form and any included templates for includes that enable page caching. 

Correct Answer: B 
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